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Abstract: If multiple discrete cracks are detected in structural components, the combination rules 
provided in fitness-for-service (FFS) codes are employed to estimate the remaining lives of the 
components by fatigue crack growth (FCG) calculations. However, the specific criteria for 
combination rules prescribed by various FFS codes are different. This paper presents FCG 
calculations for two adjacent surface cracks in a flat plate using different combination criteria. Three 
different crack aspect ratios of 0.05, 0.15 and 0.5, and a nominal distance of 5 mm between the two 
cracks are investigated in the calculations. The results show that the FCG behaviors obtained by 
various codes are significantly different. In addition, the combination process of the two cracks is 
found to affect the crack shape development remarkably. 
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1. Introduction 

Cracks may occur during the manufacture or operation process of the structural components. In 
this situation, assessments are required to estimate the remaining life of the cracked component and 
to determine whether the cracks should be removed or the repair/replacement of the component is 
necessary. For crack assessments, the rules on crack evaluation are needed for industries, utilities and 
regulators. By now, several fitness-for-service (FFS) codes in various countries have been published 
to provide crack assessment rules for evaluation, and these rules have achieved a consensus by 
engineers. When crack assessments are performed in accordance with FFS codes, the quality 
assurance during production as well as the structural integrity of the degraded components during 
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operation can be demonstrated. Therefore, FFS codes are known to be essential and important for 
structural integrity assessments of components in engineering. 

If a single crack is found in a component, the stress intensity factor (SIF) tables provided in FFS 
codes are available for evaluation. However, in engineering applications, multiple cracks due to 
fatigue or stress corrosion cracking (SCC) are often detected in structural components including 
petrochemical stations, offshore platforms and nuclear power plants [1]. Because multiple cracks 
interact on each other, it is not easy to conduct the structural integrity assessments of the components 
containing multiple cracks. In the past years, although several studies related to multiple cracks have 
been carried out [2–10], it is known that SIF solutions for multiple cracks have not been developed 
systematically. In order to evaluate the component containing multiple cracks, an engineering 
simplification is given by the current FFS codes [11–19]. That is, combination rules are applied 
together with SIFs of the single crack. Although the concepts of the combination rules are similar, 
the specific criteria are quite different among various FFS codes. Thus, it is reasonable to expect that 
different remaining lives can be obtained if using different combination criteria. 

The objective of this paper is to discuss the fatigue crack growth (FCG) calculation results for 
two adjacent surface cracks in a plate, and to determine whether the results can be affected by the 
different combination criteria provided in the current FFS codes. The SIF solutions in ASME Boiler 
and Pressure Vessel Code Section XI (ASME Code Sec. XI) [11] were used in calculations. From the 
calculation results, it is found that the FCG behaviors obtained by various codes are considerably 
different. In addition, the growths of crack depth and crack length, and the crack shape development 
are shown to be affected greatly by the combination behavior of the two cracks. 

2. Combination Rules for Multiple Surface Cracks in FFS Codes 

The current FFS codes [11–19] provide combination rules for multiple cracks. Figure 1 
illustrates two adjacent surface cracks in accordance with the FFS codes. The crack depths are a1 and 
a2, crack lengths are 1 and 2, and the distance between the two cracks is S. Table 1 summarizes the 
combination rules for the two surface cracks prescribed in the available FFS codes [11–19]. It is clear 
that the specific criteria differ significantly among these codes. 

 

Figure 1. Illustration of two surface cracks characterized in accordance with the FFS 
codes [11–19]. 

Group (1) represents the case of ASME Code Sec. XI [11]. In accordance with this code, the 
combination rules are applied for assessments at inspection, subcritical crack growths (such as 
fatigue and SCC growths) and fracture estimation. In the case of fatigue and SCC growths, the 
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distance S = 0 means that the two cracks are combined into a single crack when the inner side points 
of the two cracks touch each other. In the case of fracture, the combination rule should be considered 
with the criterion of S ≤ 0.5 × max(a1, a2). 

In Group (2), the British Standard (BS) 7910 [12] and European Project FITNET [13] Codes 
provide similar combination criteria for a fracture assessment, which depend on the initial crack 
aspect ratio. In addition, the BS 7910 and FITNET Codes indicate that it is not necessary to apply the 
combination criteria in a fatigue assessment. However, if there is any doubt, multiple cracks should 
be combined. Thus, the combination criteria in Group (2) are investigated in the present FCG 
calculations. 

The FKM [14], SSM [15] and GB/T 19624 [16] Codes in Group (3) have the same combination 
criterion for multiple surface cracks, where S is compared with the minimum crack length of the two 
cracks. It should be noted that, the SSM and FKM Codes do not specify the applicable range of the 
combination criterion of S ≤ min(1, 2), whereas the GB/T 19624 Code indicates that this criterion 
can be applied for both the fatigue and fracture assessments. For comparison, the criterion in Group 
(3) is also considered in the present calculations. 

The API 579 [17], HPIS [18] and A16 [19] Codes in Group (4) also provide an identical 
combination criterion for multiple surface cracks. This criterion indicates that S should be compared 
with one half of the sum of crack lengths. Note that, the API 579 Code states that the combination 
criterion of S ≤ 0.5 × (1 + 2) is applicable for the fatigue and fracture assessments. On the other 
hand, this criterion in the HPIS Code is applicable for a fatigue assessment and the applicability of 
this criterion in the A16 Code is not clear. In addition, for the case of two surface cracks with an 
identical length, this combination criterion in Group (4) is equivalent to that given by Group (3). 

Table 1. Combination rules for multiple surface cracks in FFS codes [11–19]. 

Groups FFS codes Combination criteria 

(1) ASME Code Sec. XI 
S = 0 for fatigue and SCC 

S ≤ 0.5 × max(a1, a2) for fracture 

(2) BS 7910 and FITNET 
S ≤ min(1, 2) for a1/1 or a2/2 > 0.5 

S ≤ 0.5 × max(a1, a2) for a1/1 or a2/2 ≤ 0.5 

(3) FKM, SSM and GB/T 19624 S ≤ min(1, 2) 

(4) API 579, HPIS and A16 S ≤ 0.5 × (1 + 2) 

3. Analytical Conditions for FCG Calculations 

3.1. Crack Geometry and Location 

In order to clarify the FCG behaviors for multiple surface cracks using different combination 
criteria in codes, FCG calculations for two adjacent surface cracks in a flat plate were performed. 
The two surface cracks have the same size with the aspect ratio less than or equal to 0.5. Figure 2 
shows two identical semi-elliptical surface cracks in a flat plate with its wall thickness of        
t = 11.0 mm. 
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Figure 2. Two identical semi-elliptical surface cracks. 

Table 2 summarizes the crack size and location for each case. Three different aspect ratios were 
investigated and the crack size was set by referring to the allowable size in accordance with the 
acceptance standard in ASME Code Sec. XI. A nominal initial distance of S0 = 5 mm was considered. 

Table 2. Crack size and location. 

a1 = a2, mm 1 = 2, mm a1/1, a2/2 S0, mm 

1.74 34.8 0.05 

5 1.74 11.6 0.15 

1.74 3.48 0.5 

3.2. Loading Conditions 

The material considered in this study is austenitic stainless steel. A cyclic tensile loading was 
applied with a maximum stress of max = 123 MPa, which corresponds to the allowable design stress 
for stainless steel, and the minimum stress is min = 0 MPa [20]. Thus, the stress ratio is R = 
min/max = 0. 

3.3. SIF Solutions and FCG Rate Used in Calculations 

It is known that the SIFs are necessary for FCG evaluations. However, the current FFS codes 
only provide SIFs for a single crack but do not include the SIF solutions for multiple cracks. When 
performing FCG calculations for two adjacent surface cracks, code users have to calculate FCGs for 
each crack independently using the combination rule. When the distance S between the two cracks 
satisfies the combination rule, the two cracks are combined into one crack.  

The SIF solutions for a surface crack in a flat plate provided in ASME Code Sec. XI were used 
for the present calculations, even though other FFS codes provide their own SIF tables, this was done 
so that the difference in the calculation results would arise only due to combination criteria. If using 
SIFs given by different FFS codes for the corresponding combination criteria, it may be difficult to 
understand whether the difference in the FCG results is caused by the combination criteria or SIFs. 

In addition, the reference FCG rate provided in ASME Code Sec. XI was also used in this study. 
For austenitic stainless steels, the FCG rate is given by: 

S0 21

a1

t

a2

inner sideouter side outer side
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						 ∆           (1) 

where da/dN is the FCG rate in the units of mm/cycle, KI indicates the range of SIF in MPa·m1/2, C0 
and n are parameters depending on the material and environment. Based on ASME Code Sec. XI, C0 
can be determined using the following equation and n is given as n = 3.3: 

′           (2) 

where C is a scaling parameter to account for temperature given by: 

10 . . . .       (3) 

where T is the metal temperature, and S’ is a scaling parameter to account for the stress ratio R as 
given by Eq. (4). In this calculation, the scaling parameter S’ = 1.0 because of R = 0.  

′
	1.0																	when	 	 0

								1.0 1.8 										when	0	 0.79
43.35 57.97 							when	0.79 1.0

      (4) 

3.4. FCG Behaviors in Accordance with the Code Procedure 

As described before, when calculating FCGs for two adjacent cracks, code users perform 
calculations for each crack independently and check their geometries including the crack depth, 
length and the distance between the two cracks. Note that both the SIF solutions at the deepest and 
surface points were calculated by considering that the SIF depends on the crack depth and aspect 
ratio. Figure 3 illustrates the FCG behaviors for two adjacent surface cracks. Cracks #1 and #2 grow 
independently and symmetrically. That is, crack growth amounts are the same for the inner and outer 
side surface points. Each crack is not considered to interact on the other. 

 

Figure 3. FCG behaviors in accordance with the FFS codes. 
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In Figure 3(a), for ASME Code Sec. XI, the two cracks are combined into one crack when the 
inner side surface points of Crack #1 and Crack #2 touch each other. After combination, the crack 
length becomes ’ = 1’ + 2’. Figure 3(b) depicts the FCG behaviors for other FFS codes (i.e., the 
codes in Groups (2), (3) and (4) in Table 1). Because two identical surface cracks are considered here, 
the combination criteria given by the codes in Groups (3) and (4) become equivalent as S ≤ 1 (or 2). 
When the distance between the two cracks satisfies the combination criteria, they are combined into 
one crack whose length is expressed as ’ = 1’ + 2’ + S. The FCG behaviors after combination vary 
with the specific combination criteria, thus, it is expected that the calculation results may be different 
given by various FFS codes. 

4. FCG Calculation Results 

The FCG calculation results for two adjacent surface cracks in a flat plate are reported in this 
section. Note that, some finite element analyses have been performed previously for comparison, and 
the general tendency of X-FEM results are found to be similar to that by the code procedure [21]. In 
accordance with the allowable limit in ASME Code Sec. XI, the FCG calculations were terminated 
when the crack depth reached 75% of the wall thickness, t; i.e., a = 0.75t = 8.25 mm. The 
relationships of crack depth, a, and crack length, , versus number of cycles, N, for the codes in 
Groups (1)–(4) are shown in Figures 4–9. Note that, the results for Groups (3) and (4) are always the 
same because of the identical combination criterion. In addition, since the considered two cracks 
have the same crack size, only the results for one crack are plotted. 

4.1. Case of a1/1 = a2/2 = 0.05 

Figure 4 shows the relationship between a and N for the case of a1/1 = a2/2 = 0.05. In 
accordance with Table 1, it is known that the combination criteria by the FFS codes are: S = 0 for 
ASME Code Sec. XI in Group (1), S = 0.87 mm for the codes in Group (2) and S = 34.8 mm for the 
codes in Groups (3) and (4). As seen in Figure 4, the same results are shown for Groups (1) and (2). 
That is, the two cracks are not combined even the crack depth a reaches 8.25 mm (i.e., a/t = 0.75). 
This is because the initial distance S0 = 5 mm is sufficiently large in comparison to S = 0 for ASME 
Code Sec. XI in Group (1) or S = 0.87 mm for the codes in Group (2). On the other hand, for Groups 
(3) and (4), the two cracks are combined at the beginning of calculations because S0 = 5 mm is 
smaller than S = 34.8 mm. The general tendency seen from Figure 4 is that, the growing behavior of 
crack depth obtained for Groups (1) and (2) are significantly different from that for Groups (3) and 
(4). Focusing on the remaining fatigue lives at a/t = 0.75, the relative difference among codes is 
found to be approximate 40% with N = 172,700 for the codes in Groups (1) and (2) and N = 100,600 
for the codes in Groups (3) and (4). This difference results from the different combination criteria 
since other conditions were set to be identical in the FCG calculations. 

In addition to the results of a versus N, the relationship between  and N is also presented as 
shown in Figure 5. The codes in Groups (1) and (2) give the same results, i.e., the crack length grows 
monotonically from 34.8 mm to 38.2 mm at a/t = 0.75. For Groups (3) and (4), because the two 
cracks are already combined at the beginning, the initial crack length for the combined crack is  
74.6 mm and it grows to 75.5 mm at a/t = 0.75. It is clear that the final crack length obtained by the 
codes in Groups (1) and (2) differs greatly from that obtained by the codes in Groups (3) and (4), and 
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the difference is caused by the different combination criteria in various codes. 

 

Figure 4. Results of a versus N for the case of a1/1 = a2/2 = 0.05 and S0 = 5 mm. 

 

Figure 5. Results of  versus N for the case of a1/1 = a2/2 = 0.05 and S0 = 5 mm. 

4.2. Case of a1/1 = a2/2 = 0.15 

Figures 6 and 7 summarize the FCG calculation results for the case of a1/1 = a2/2 = 0.15, 
where the results of a versus N for Figure 6 and the results of  versus N for Figure 7. The 
combination criteria given by various codes are: S = 0 for ASME Code Sec. XI in Group (1), S = 
0.87 mm for codes in Group (2) and S = 11.6 mm for the codes in Groups (3) and (4). As seen in 
Figure 6, the crack depth increases gradually with increasing number of cycles during FCGs. The 
two cracks are combined into one crack at N = 354,600 for Group (1) and N = 333,700 for Group (2), 
where the discontinuities can be seen in Figure 6. After combination, the combined crack grows 
continuously until a/t = 0.75, and the remaining fatigue lives for Groups (1) and (2) show a small 
difference within 5%. For the codes in Groups (3) and (4), the two cracks are combined into one 
crack at the beginning, then the combined crack grows continuously until a/t = 0.75. The remaining 
fatigue life obtained for Groups (3) and (4) is N = 205,900, which shows a more than 80% difference 
from those obtained for Groups (1) and (2). The difference in the remaining fatigue lives comes from 
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the different combination criteria in various codes. 

 

Figure 6. Results of a versus N for the case of a1/1 = a2/2 = 0.15 and S0 = 5 mm. 

 

Figure 7. Results of  versus N for the case of a1/1 = a2/2 = 0.15 and S0 = 5 mm. 

Regarding the results of  versus N in Figure 7, in the case of Groups (1), the crack length 
increases from the initial value of 11.6 mm to 16.6 mm before combination. When the two cracks are 
combined, a sudden increase of the crack length is seen and the combined crack length increases 
continuously to 35.9 mm at a/t = 0.75. A similar tendency can be seen in the growing crack length 
curve for Groups (2) and the final crack length is = 35.3 mm. For Groups (3) and (4), because the 
two cracks are combined at the beginning, the initial combined crack length becomes 28.2 mm and 
grows to 32.8 mm at a/t = 0.75. In addition, it is found from Figure 7 that, although the FCG 
behaviors obtained by various codes vary considerably, the difference in the final crack length at a/t 
= 0.75 is relatively small for all of the codes. 

4.3. Case of a1/1 = a2/2 = 0.5 

Figures 8 and 9 show the results for the case of a large aspect ratio of a1/1 = a2/2 = 0.5. The 
combination criteria given by various codes are: S = 0 for ASME Code Sec. XI in Group (1), S = 
0.87 mm for the codes in Group (2) and S = 3.48 mm for codes in Groups (3) and (4). In Figure 8, 
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the results of a versus N are plotted. It is seen that the two cracks grow slowly and are combined into 
one crack at the cycle numbers of N = 678,600 for Group (1), N = 616,900 for Group (2) and N = 
320,600 for Groups (3) and (4). After combination, the combined crack grows continuously until a/t 
= 0.75. The remaining fatigue lives at a/t = 0.75 are N = 833,000 for Group (1), N = 799,700 for 
Group (2) and N = 627,400 for Groups (3) and (4). Again, it can be concluded that, the growing 
crack depth curve for Groups (1) is close to that for Group (2) but is significantly different from that 
for Groups (3) and (4), and the difference in the remaining fatigue lives results from the different 
combination criteria in various codes. 

 

Figure 8. Results of a versus N for the case of a1/1 = a2/2 = 0.5 and S0 = 5 mm. 

 

Figure 9. Results of  versus N for the case of a1/1 = a2/2 = 0.5 and S0 = 5 mm. 

With regard to the results of  versus N shown in Figure 9, for Group (1), it is found that the 
crack length grows from 3.48 mm to 8.48 mm before combination. When the two cracks are 
combined, a sudden increase of the crack length can be seen. After combination, the crack length 
increases continuously to 24.6 mm until a/t = 0.75. A similar tendency is obtained for Group (2), 
although a slight difference is found for the cycle number at combination. For Groups (3) and (4), the 
growing process of the crack length is similar to those for the other two codes except the growth 
behaviors after combination. The results in Figure 9 indicate that the final crack length at a/t = 0.75 
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shows a relatively small difference but the remaining fatigue lives are significantly different among 
the codes. 

5. Crack Shape Development 

Besides the growing crack depth and crack length during FCGs, the past studies [5,22,23] 
indicated that the crack shape development was also important for the fatigue growth assessment. 
Here, the results of the aspect ratio, a/, versus the normalized crack depth, a/t, are plotted for 
discussion. 

5.1. Case of a Single Surface Crack 

At first, the case of a single surface crack was investigated and the results of a/ versus a/t are 
summarized as shown in Figure 10. Here, the calculation conditions such as the flat plate geometry, 
loading condition and FCG rate are the same as those described previously. Three different crack 
aspect ratios were investigated with a = 1.74 mm and  = 3.48, 11.6 and 34.8 mm (i.e., a/ = 0.5, 
0.15 and 0.05). The FCG calculations were started from the initial crack depth of a/t = 1.74/11 ≈ 0.16 
and were terminated at a/t = 0.75. 

As seen in Figure 10, for the initial aspect ratios, a/ = 0.05 and 0.15, because the SIF at the 
deepest point is always higher than that at the surface point, the growth amount of the crack depth 
should be larger than that of the crack length. As a result, the aspect ratio a/ increases 
monotonically with the normalized crack depth a/t. For the case of the initial a/ = 0.5, since the SIF 
at the deepest point is lower than that at the surface point, a/ decreases during the FCG which 
means the crack transforms from a semi-circular shape to a semi-elliptical shape. 

 

Figure 10. Results of a/ versus a/t for a single surface crack with the initial a = 1.74 mm. 

5.2. Case of Two Adjacent Surface Cracks 

Based on the FCG calculation results shown in Figures 4–9, the crack shape development for 
the case of two cracks is also plotted in Figure 11. Figures 11(a), (b), and (c) represent the calculated 
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results using the combination criteria given by the codes in Group (1), Group (2), and Groups (3) and 
(4), respectively. As a general tendency, the crack shape development obtained by ASME Code Sec. 
XI in Group (1) is relatively close to that obtained by the codes in Group (2) but is remarkably 
different from that obtained by the codes in Groups (3) and (4). 

 

Figure 11. Comparison of a/ versus a/t for a single crack and two cracks using 
combination rules in various FFS codes. 

In Figure 11(a), the results of a/ versus a/t for ASME Code Sec. XI in Group (1) are 
summarized. For the case of a/ = 0.05, since the two cracks are not combined even when a/t reaches 
0.75, the crack shape development is the same as that for the single crack in Figure 10. For the case 
of a/ = 0.15, a/ increases from the initial value of 0.16 to a value of 0.35. After that, due to the 
combination, the combined crack aspect ratio a/ suddenly drops to 0.17 and then increases 
continuously with the final a/ = 0.23 at a/t = 0.75. For the case of a/ = 0.5, a/ decreases to a value 
of 0.44 at which the two cracks are combined. After combination, a/ suddenly drops to a value of 
0.22 and then increases continuously with the final a/ = 0.33 at a/t = 0.75. In addition, comparing 
with the results for the single crack in Figure 10, it is found that the combination of two adjacent 
cracks significantly alters the crack propagation process and can lead to a sudden decrease of a/ 
during FCGs. 

Figure 11(b) shows the crack shape development obtained by the codes in Group (2). The 
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changes the crack propagation process significantly and induces a sudden decrease of a/ during 
FCGs. 

6. Conclusions 

FCG calculations were conducted for two adjacent surface cracks with the same size using 
combination rules provided in the current FFS codes. Three different crack aspect ratios of a/ = 0.05, 
0.15 and 0.5 and a constant initial distance of S0 = 5 mm between the two cracks were considered. 
The calculation results using different combination criteria in various codes were compared. The 
conclusions drawn from the results are: 
(1) The FCG behaviors are influenced by the combination criteria provided in various FFS codes. In 

particular, the results obtained by ASME Code Sec. XI are relatively close to those for the BS 
7910 Code (or the FITNET Code) but are greatly different from those obtained by the other 
codes (i.e., the codes in Groups (3) and (4) in Table 1). 

(2) For the case of a small aspect ratio with a/ = 0.05, both the remaining fatigue lives and the crack 
lengths at a/t = 0.75 are different among various FFS codes. However, for the cases of a/ = 0.15 
and 0.5, it is found that the crack length at a/t = 0.75 shows a relatively small difference although 
the remaining fatigue lives are remarkably different for various FFS codes. 

(3) The combination behavior of the two cracks can significantly affect the growths of crack depth 
and crack length as well as the crack shape development during FCGs.  
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